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Album for M

This is an album of a circle of friends,
an archive,
which is floating between being a cemetery of facts and a garden of fiction,
I dedicate this album to M.
The album is beyond the archive, because it is aware of picture not being factual trace, but the result of
a subjective editing, amplifying or neutralizing particular factors.
Sometimes situations have to be arranged to separate emphatic and unaccented elements, sometimes
things are already in their place. However, the common reality uniting the album is a natural aptitude.
I am looking for the ‘meaning’, at times I give it to the participents mouths: say this, now you are that;
other times I wonder how ready things are in creation.These are the naturally fixed contents, codes and
topos; in their variations coming back and back they form our lives.

Matriarchy
From my childhood on dominant women amongst family, friends and familiars encircled me. It is
a complicated circle, composed of love, hatred, respect, anger, but always balanced. They are all
magnetic and strong, personalities, during the zears thez have turnes to queens and whitches. This
is, what women can only turn to be in their middle-ages; learning to use their power needs proper
time.

Nature fertile
with Sally-Anne Kelly
With my flatmate in Paris, we have arranged still lives from the everyday grocery and objects
in the flat. Celebrating objects of the quotidien; fertility and infertility - the still lifes are hiding
issues of dreams and fears of our own sex and age.

Muse, after lunch
It was my grandfather who used to be my muse. Only through photographing him did I understand
what this world means. A persona, however small or silent he is, fills the space arond him. A muse
is a character, who, being watched even if for the hundredth time, showes new things, who, wearng
an ordanary peace of cloth, looks like as if he was in a cape.

I will, instead of you
There is a untouchable heritage in addition to the objects or lineament which everyone has to bear. Joy, gloom, habits and fate of grandparents and great grandparents
leave traces on us. This legacy is revealed in people surrounding me and in my encounters - the branches of the family tree, like the roots reflecting the tree, repeat
themselves.
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